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WHY SUSTAINABLE CASHMERE ?
Still in transition towards a free market, Mongolian herders face difficulties to adjust their productive systems
to create value, preserve their natural resources and altogether secure their livelihoods and resilience. Loss
of traditional know-how on collective rangeland management, collapsing extension services, lack of market
opportunities and dysfunctional value chains have contributed to under-performing livestock sector. To copy
with economic uncertainties herders have adopted a quantitative strategy, increasing their herds size as a
safety net for food and livelihoods. As of 2020 herd size is estimated at 80+ million while carrying capacity is
estimated at about 45 million (AVSF, 2020). These factors have set off a destructive cycle which is intensifying.
Oversized herds are damaging rangeland and water sources as they compete for dwindling quantities of falling
quality forage. In turn, quality of livestock product is decreasing, resulting in lower incomes for herders who are
compensating by increasing their herds. Due to overgrazing, around 65% of country’s rangeland is degraded
(out of which 25% severely degraded) and the soils fertility is depleting at an alarming rate
(Green Gold project, 2019).

However, the demand for sustainably produced and traceable products on global textile market is
increasing. As one of the few remaining countries with a robust, nomadic pastoral culture supported by
extensive natural rangelands, Mongolia is well positioned to offer sustainable, rangeland-based goods
and services to its citizens and to global consumers who place a premium on sustainable products.
Cashmere is contributing to 80% of herders’ income in average, providing leverage to facilitate the development
of sustainable livestock value chains that benefit to both environment preservation and pastoral communities.
From a sectoral point of view, 80% of the national raw cashmere production (10k tons) are exported in
the form of dehaired cashmere, mostly to China. Still, cashmere sector is contributing to 5% of Mongolian
GDP and about 100 textile industries (≈95 MSMEs) are providing about 20k+ employment, mostly in the
capital city. Strengthening Mongolian processing industries’ capacities to meet international buyers’ expectations (quality management & sustainability) would lead to increased added value and job-creation, ultimately
supporting country’s economic diversification.
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FROM BLIND MARKET TO SMART MARKET

To break the current destructive cycle that jeopardizes
sustainability of livestock & textile sectors, AVSF is
engaging herders’ communities and textile MSMEs into
a more virtuous cycle. Herders & MSMEs are encouraged
to adopt sustainable practices that will be made visible on
Mongolian and European markets by certification
schemes. Efforts towards sustainability are financially
compensated by a premium partially reinvested in
further sustainable investments.
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3 VALUES TARGETED
In order to engage buyers in a premium scheme built on sustainability claims, the Sustainable
Cashmere certification has been elaborated by AVSF and promoted on Mongolian and international
markets. The certification is by-design suited to semi-nomadic pastoralism context and
cashmere production. This robust, traceable, and verifiable certification meets market expectations and demonstrates the adoption of sustainable practices by the herders and their communities. The certification is supported by a clear price policy and communication guidelines.

The certification is relying on a set of key principles:
∞ Scientifically sound: best practices are identified on scientific evidence
∞ Suited to local context: manageable by and with herders, easy to implement and control, affordable
∞ Voluntary: all herders are free to choose whether they want to integrate the certification scheme
∞ Independent: a combination of internal and external controls ensures impartiality and hinder
conflicts of interest
∞ Transparency and traceability: all data and information are made available to buyers
∞ Self-sustaining: financial & technical sustainability is secured by the mechanism
∞ Progressive and evolutive: designed to enable progressive transition towards full compliance &
possibility of insertion of new criteria for continuous improvement
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SUSTAINABLE CASHMERE CERTIFICATION COMMITTEE -S3CThe Sustainable Cashmere certification mechanism is steered and implemented by an independent body,
the Sustainable Cashmere Certification Committee (S3C). The S3C is a neutral actor and the guarantor of the
certification credibility. The S3C is composed of management board (representatives of relevant authorities and
civil society organizations), a scientific committee (experts on environment, agri-value chain development),
and a consultative committee (representatives of herders, processors, buyers) providing feedback to the S3C for
continuous improvement of the certification. The S3C is acting at national level and relies on provincial
branches to conduct external controls, promote the certification locally, and ultimately facilitate upscaling of the mechanism.
Multi-level control mechanism based on Participative Guarantee Scheme:
∞ Herders’ self-evaluation of implementation of technical instructions
∞ Internal controls conducted by cooperatives, which are elaborating a list of pre-certified
herders
∞ External controls conducted by the S3C.
AVSF strives to reach a critical mass of sustainable cashmere that will attract internationally recognized third-party certification body for
strengthen credibility of the certification, and
acknowledgment by sector actors worldwide.

25 CRITERIAS
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CERTIFICATE DELIVERY TO COOPERATIVES & HERDERS
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CERTIFICATE DELIVERY TO SUSTAINABLE CASHMERE UNION

SUSTAINABLE CASHMERE
CERTIFICATE -2019Name of the organization

Sustainable Cashmere Union

Registration Number

82 56 411

Based in

Ulaanbaatar - Mongolia

AVSF is pleased to deliver to Sustainable Cashmere Union, represented by Mr. S.Badraa
(President) and Ms. D.Oyungerel (Executive Director), the sustainable cashmere certificate for
its sourcing of certified sustainable cashmere according to the Sustainable Cashmere Standard
developed by AVSF and managed by the National Sustainable Cashmere Certification Committee.

Requirement
Raw cashmere sourced and processed is
certified
according
to
the
Sustainable
Cashmere Standart of AVSF / National
Sustainable Cashmere Certification Committee

Name of the organization
Full name

Value required

Value obtained

More than 70 %

72.59 %

Agronomes et Vétérinaires Sans Frontières (AVSF)
Bertrand RICARD
AVSF National Technical Coordinator,
Member of the National Sustainable Cashmere
Certification Committee

Position

Date & Place :
2020/07/17 ; Bayankhongor-Mongolia

Signature :

